
charterer and my new work as an
E-charterer.

Confession: when I started brand
chartering — and helped to coin such
interdisciplinary Chartering tools as
brand architecture,3 links between es-
sence and identity,4 brand masterbrief-
ing, global and local value matrices —
I didn’t fully realise that I was walking
into a multidisciplinary minefield. I
naı̈vely thought people would wel-
come action learning constructs which
put disciplines together to be more
valuable than their separate parts.

Now, with the benefit of hindsight,
I know that many marketers are hated
by their co-workers when they com-
municate to the outside of the com-
pany not to the inside — and
through such one-sided communica-
tions processes waste a lot of money.5

So today when I walk into a large
company for the first time, I assume
that brand marketing is an added cost
activity unless it can prove to me
otherwise. Nor is the only problem
marketing’s traditional isolation as a
function. In e-businesses, it is not
uncommon to find that a com-
pany’s advertising agency does not ‘talk
or listen to’ the company’s busi-
ness modeller (strategist), does not
‘talk or listen to’ the company’s
human/information resources, does not
‘talk or listen to’ the company’s
financial funders . . .. Many of the
biggest dotcom failures can be traced to
serial communications gaps like these.

Over the last decade, my research and
practice — as a brand charterer1 — has
been concerned with how the world’s
top 5000 brands work organisationally.
Do these brands make communications
promises which are believed by the
organisations that propagate them?
As well as great images, do these
brands align employees, inspire pride
and passion, integrate knowledge, ac-
tion a unique organising purpose
(UOP)?2 Are brand and business model
open sourced by a company’s leaders
so that all employees can interact
knowledgeably?

Charterers welcome every sugges-
tion for our action learning toolbag
provided it does two things:

— it raises a question whose true value
can only be resolved by two
or more organisational disciplines
openly getting their heads to-
gether;

— it provides a framework for an
answer — or continuing dialogue
such as an intranet chat space — in
language which is so simple that all
sorts of people in the organisation
can interact with it. In other words,
it aligns purposeful knowledge and
actions, and it contributes to a
simple human charter of why an
organisation uniquely exists.

This editorial revolves round a confes-
sion and a prediction, drawing respec-
tively on my past work as a brand
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will be indefinitely postponed. To
illustrate the dimensions of this leader-
ship challenge, consider three best-
selling ‘e-business books’ of the year
2000, read from the perspective of the
multidisciplinary crisis they are chal-
lenging the leader in all of us to
resolve.

Hamel — ‘Leading the Revolution’8

— describes the multidisciplinary com-
munications problem like this: ‘I doubt
you can find a dozen people in your
company who share a common defini-
tion of your company’s existing busi-
ness concept.’ How can a company be
innovative — in physical or digital
space — unless there is an instinctive

Indeed, the year 2000’s most visible
e-branding lesson came when dotcoms
bid up advertising spots surrounding
the US Superbowl to a world record
cost of $2m apiece, and those who
thought their ‘e-brand’ was only about
advertising went bust within months.

My prediction — emerging from
early work on our worldwide pro-
gramme of e-Chartering — is that
the multidisciplinary crisis of organisa-
tion is nearing its peak. In an in-
ternetworking world, this crisis is the
main leadership issue which must be
resolved before e-branding can create
value for all of us. Otherwise, the new
economy6,7 and all its heralded benefits
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Table 1 Five of the dozen most popular diagnosis areas of 20th century brand chartering

Essence Identity Master-briefing Brand architect Value adding matrix

What is the brand’s
leadership domain, and
what is the core
connecting message?

What inventory of
consumer codes are
invested in the brand?

As the economies of
new types of media
proliferate, how do we
ensure consistently
efficient integration of
contributions from all of
our creative agencies?
‘Glocally’!?

What is this brand’s role
within our brand
architecture? (eg
corporate brand,
product sub-brand?)

Which audiences make
up this brand’s
relationship capital?

What would people miss
if this brand did not
exist?

How is each code
actually being leveraged
in branding smart
relationships?

What jobs are the
different media channels
doing?

Is the architecture
focused at the right
levels or do we have
too many product
brands?

What does value add
mean to each audience?

What’s the simplest
brand promise that
everyone will value?

Does the brand need to
seed new codes in
order: to extend it? to
link it to another brand?
to transfer its equity?

Is timing ‘which mix
components lead when’
going to be critical?

Which employees may
feel threatened if we
change our brand
architecture?

Can we map out value
win-wins between
audiences?

Do we have the right
essence to preserve the
core and stimulate
progress?

Do we understand
service implications of
two-way media?

Is our architecture
facilitating partner
strategies as well as
competitive ones?

Does each employee
understand where their
service interacts with
value added?
Is our map so easy to
work with that we can
detect where historical
value adds are at risk
of becoming added
costs?
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Table 2 E-chartering research programme — current public components

E-mail roundtables on agencies and consultancies of the future11

E-chartering: the five biggest questions of e-business leadership, and frames for answering them
Registering lessons from every e-business failure12

FirstConsumer egroup: think tank for improving webs, eg planetfeedback.com: where consumers provide the
stimulus and corporates the response13

Panels judging new organisation models for their fit with Dee Hock’s Chaordic principles14

Blueprinting an E-Baldrige
Facilitating the online forum for people who care about all things e- to ask operational questions15

Catching the e-mail conversation wave with readers of the next generation of marketing revolution books
including Cluetrainer Christopher Locke’s idea of micromarkets in ‘Gonzo Marketing’, and Alan Mitchell’s
consumer-web paradigm in ‘Right Side Up’

image established through one-to-many
communications. It is also more than a
symbol of a relationship like a wedding ring.
It is a measure of relationship capital.’

(This book also provides plenty of
examples of relationship capital systems
in the form of value maps — these
show all the value flows a company is
working on as two-way relationships
grow.)

Slywotzky et al.10 — ‘How Digital
is Your Business?’ — provide the best
current fieldbook for enabling all
employees to imagine how to use
digital technology to grow an
organisation that is uniquely creative
and profitable. The authors classify a
directory of ten different ‘bit engines’
which deliver integrated digital
business design. One of these is the
Choiceboard, which literally aims to
replace the 20th century value chain
Assets>Inputs>Offering>Channels>
Customer, by this 21st century
network Customer>Channels>
Offering>Inputs>Assets.

Leveraging any of these bit en-
gines reveals a common pattern: suc-
cessful organisations of the near-future
will need to be end-consumer led and
newly integrated.

E-chartering, like brand chartering,

and shared capability to think of and
action business models in their en-
tirety?

The simplest elements which every-
one must be able to identify with are:

— configuration of activities: the
things people do should also work
as the bridge between your
leadership ideas — (business mis-
sion, scope and basis of dif-
ferentiation) — and your core
intelligence system — (com-
petencies, knowledge assets and
processes);

— value relationships: how your ac-
tivities consistently interact both
value for your customers and value
for your network of linked com-
panies — suppliers, partners, coali-
tions.

Tapscott et al. — ‘Digital Capital’9

— specifically identify the multidis-
ciplinary crisis with branding in these
terms:

‘A business web is a collection of molecules
held together by economic, personal, tech-
nological, cultural, demographic and other
forces. Customers are molecules in the
b-web. The new challenge of marketing is
engineering the forces that attract and bind
customers. The brand is no longer an
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(4) Rubinstein, H. (1995) ‘Brand Chartering —
getting to a common understanding of the
brand’, Journal of Brand Management, Volume
3, Number 3; and Chapters 1, 2 of Ref.
(1).

(5) E-mail author at wcbn007@easynet.co.uk if
you want powerpoint copy of 1999
presentation made to Harvard Marketing
Faculty on the lost departmental state of
marketing.

(6) Macrae, N.(1984) ‘The 2024 Report — the
Next 40 Years’, Sidgwick & Jackson,
London; republished 1985 as ‘2025 Report’,
Macmillan, New York.

(7) Middleton, J. (2000) ‘Writing the New
Economy’, Capstone.

(8) Hammel, G. (2000) ‘Leading the
Revolution’, Harvard Business School Press,
Boston.

(9) Tapscott, D., Ticoll, D., Lowy, A. (2000)
‘Digital Capital-Harnessing the Power of
Business Webs’, Harvard Business School
Press, Boston.

(10) Slywotzky, A. and Morrison, D. (2000)
‘How Digital is your Business’, Crown
Business.

(11) E-mail ben@brandknowledge.com to join
the poll on this question raised by Jeremy
Cook, Marketing Director Indonesia of
Coca-Cola: ‘Will agencies be able to
continue to provide the connecting link
between the brand and the consumer —
the right (connecting) content; an
understanding of the (new, powerful)
message delivery vehicles AND the effective
relationships with them to be able to
deliver it?’

(12) http://www.topica.com/lists/efailures
(13) http://www.egroups.com/group/

firstconsumer
(14) http://www.chaordic.org/chaordic/

what_des.html
(15) http://www.egroups.com/group/

lostsoulmates

is designed as an open-source prac-
titioner-led research programme. Table
1 lists some current activities. Come
and network with us if you see one
that matches your work. E-mail me at
wcbn007@easynet.co.uk

One final reason for my predictive
optimism comes from a personal inside
track on some of the great ac-
tion e-learning webs that are being
prepared for marketers and business
transformation integrators. You can
e-mail me for latest news or obtain
a white paper from one of the
world’s leading producers in this area:
peter.fisk@paconsulting.com

Chris Macrae
Editorial Board
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